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Bridging the gap between a behavioural formal description
technique and a user interface description language:
Enhancing ICO with a graphical user interface
markup language

Eric Barboni, Célia Martinie, David Navarre ∗, Philippe Palanque,
Marco Winckler
Institute of Research in Informatics of Toulouse, University of Toulouse, Interactive Critical Systems (ICS) Team, 118 route de Narbonne,

31042 Toulouse Cedex 9, France

h i g h l i g h t s

• We present the current state of the Interactive Cooperative Object (ICO) formal description technique and gaps to be bridged.
• We show how we succeed in adding means to ICO to fully describe a graphical user interface.
• We propose ways to integrate ICO within UsiXML.
• We use a case study of an interactive aircraft cockpit application.

a b s t r a c t

In the last years, User Interface Description Languages (UIDLs) appeared as a suitable
solution for developing interactive systems. In order to implement reliable and efficient
applications, we propose to employ a formal description technique called ICO (Interactive
Cooperative Object) that has been developed to cope with complex behaviours of
interactive systems including event-based and multimodal interactions. So far, ICO is able
to describe most of the parts of an interactive system, from functional core concerns to
fine grain interaction techniques, but, even if it addresses parts of the rendering, it still
not has means to describe the effective rendering of such interactive system. This paper
presents a solution to overcome this gap usingmarkup languages. A first technique is based
on the Java technology called JavaFX and a second technique is based on the emergent
UsiXML language for describing user interface components for multi-target platforms.
The proposed approach offers a bridge between markup language based descriptions of
the user interface components and a robust technique for describing behaviour using
ICO modelling. Furthermore, this paper highlights how it is possible to take advantage
from both behavioural and markup language description techniques to propose a new
model-based approach for prototyping interactive systems. The proposed approach is fully
illustrated by a case study using an interactive application embedded into interactive
aircraft cockpits.
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1. Introduction

In the recent years User Interface Description Languages (UIDLs) appeared to be a suitable solution for developing
interactive systems as reported in many contributions such as [16,27] or [52]. These contributions highlighted the fact that,
in order to provide a complete support for the development of interactive systems, UIDLs must address the three following
different aspects of the User Interface (UI):

1. Description of the static structure of the user interfaces (i.e. presentation part which ultimately includes the description
of user interface elements, e.g. widgets, and their composition);

2. Description of the dynamic behaviour (i.e. the dialogue part, describing the dynamic relationships between components
including states in which the interface can be in, events to which the user interface is able to react to, actions that can be
performed when events occur, and behavioural constraints such as preconditions or post conditions);

3. Definition of the presentation attributes (i.e. look & feel properties for rendering the UI elements).

Among the artefacts (specifications, models, prototypes . . . ) produced during User Interface (UI) development, dynamic
behavioural representations of the UI are one of the most misunderstood and one of the most difficult to exploit as detailed
in [14,64]. Such behavioural representations can be used at various levels of the architecture of interactive systems (such as
input device level, device driver level, interaction technique level or even dialogue level). Dialogue models play a major role
during UI design by capturing the dynamic aspects of user interaction with the system which includes the specification
of: relationship between presentation units (e.g. transitions between windows) as well as between UI elements (e.g.
activate/deactivate buttons), events chain (i.e. including fusion/fission of events when multimodal interaction is involved)
and integration with the functional core which requires mapping of events to actions according to predefined constraints
enabling/disabling actions at runtime.

Problems and techniques related to the description of behavioural aspects of interactive systems have been extensively
discussed in [47]. One of the outcomes of this analysis demonstrates that the ICO (Interactive Cooperative Object) formalism
is one of the most expressive notations to describe the dynamic behavioural aspects of UIs. Indeed, ICO formalism is a
formal description technique designed for the specification, modelling and implementation of interactive systems. ICO has
been demonstrated efficient for describing several techniques including 3D and virtual reality [49], multimodal interaction
techniques [38] and dynamic reconfiguration of interactive systems [48], while ICO models are executable and fully
supported by the CASE tool PetShop [7] which has been shown effective for prototyping interactive techniques [46].

The software architecture of the Arch [9] model (illustrated in Fig. 1) makes it easier to understand how ICO is able to
describe a user interface as a UIDL at various levels.

Fig. 1 highlights the basic components thatmust be addressedwhen dealingwith the description of an interactive system.
The dialogue component at the top of the arch is loosely coupled with implementation constraints, making it possible to
describe it in amore abstractmanner,while the physical interaction and the functional core are platformdependent. Physical
interaction deals with a twoway communication between the system and the user. On one side there is the communication
from the system to the user, where the system state is rendered to the user through output devices and on the other side,
the physical interaction allows a communication from the user to the system using input devices.

Several contributions have been built on top of ICO in order to support:

• Formal description of complex interactive systems behaviour [47].
• Formal description of inputs, supporting multimodal interaction description [38].
• Formal description of connexion to the functional core adapter and of the functional core itself [10].
• Formal description of the behaviour of interactive components, widgets, mechanisms such as picking [20] . . . and their

link with the dialogue [8] making it possible to describe part of the rendering.

But even if rendering mechanisms are supported by ICO, as we already illustrated a first attempt to integrate SVG based
rendering [57] mechanisms in previous work [6], ICO does not support the description of effective rendering (how data are
rendered to the users. . . ).

To overcome the lack of graphical user interface description, two solutions have been identified. A first solution using
FXML (the JavaFX TMmarkup language [34] that supports the description of the graphical part of the user interface) has been
studied due to its connectionwith Java technology onwhich PetShopCASE tool is also based. But in a longer termperspective,
we envisioned that the synergistic use of UsiXML [40] and ICO should help in scaling up our approach to address problems
such as cross platform deployment or adaptation in interactive systems. Indeed, UsiXML appears as an emergent standard
for describing interactive systems, in particular the ones which are designed and developed to be deployed on multiple
platforms [61].

In this paper we propose a first model-based approach to integrate a graphical user interface description using FXML
and a behavioural description using ICO models. We then take advantage of this integration to look forward to extend
the approach to UsiXML. By using ICO models it is possible to run the PetShop environment to control the execution of
the application, making it possible to support prototyping not only of the user interface but also of the entire interactive
system. Such approach has already been demonstrated efficient to model the behaviour of user interface components of
cockpits of large civil aircrafts based on the standard ARINC 661 defined in [4,5]. Next section presents the current state
of the ICO formal description technique and then presents the two main directions making ICO able to fully describe an



Fig. 1. The Arch model adapted from [9].

interactive system by systematic integration of the presentation part. More precisely, Section 2 presents an overview of ICO
features and Section 3 presents works related to UIDL aswell as amodel-based design process. Section 3.3 illustrates the ICO
formal description technique with its application to interactive cockpit applications, associates them to the corresponding
block of the Arch architecture, and precisely shows up the need for a notation to describe the graphical rendering part of
the UI. Section 5 then presents the integration of ICO and JavaFX while Section 6 presents how it would be possible to
perform the same integration between ICO and UsiXML. Lastly, Section 7 concludes this paper, providing keys for future
work.

2. ICO: an inventory of key features

In this section we provide an overview on the ICO capabilities for the modelling of user interfaces. We then discuss
rendering aspects to highlight ICO weaknesses in providing effective rendering for the user interface. All features discussed
here are illustrated within the case study (see Section 3.3).

2.1. The ICO User Interface Description Language: an overview

The Interactive CooperativeObject (ICO) formalism is based on concepts borrowed from the object-oriented approach (i.e.
dynamic instantiation, classification, encapsulation, inheritance, and client/server relationships) to describe the structural
or static aspects of systems, and uses high-level Petri nets [26] to describe their dynamics or behavioural aspects. In
the ICO formalism, an object is an entity featuring five components: a cooperative object (CO), an available function, a
presentation part and two functions (the activation function and the rendering function) that correspond to the link between
the cooperative object and the presentation part.

The Cooperative Object (CO)models the behaviour of an ICO. It states (bymeans of a high-level Petri net) how the object
reacts to external stimuli according to its inner state. Fig. 2 shows the concepts of the Cooperative Object models including:
places (i.e. used as variables for tracking the system state), transitions (i.e. elements processing changes in the system state)
and arcs (i.e. connecting places and transitions in a graph). Arcs can indicate input/output for tokens circulating in the
graph; notice that an input arc (i.e. InputArc) can be extended to feature preconditions such as testing the availability of
tokens in a place (i.e. TestArc) or preventing the movement of token accordingly to special conditions (i.e. InhibitorArc). The
variables associated to an arc are expressed by the concept EString. Tokens can hold values of any class in the system. The
types of tokens that can circulate in a given place are denoted through the relationship with the concept EClass.

The presentation part describes the external appearance of the ICOs. It is a set of widgets embedded into a set of
windows. Each widget can be used for interacting with the interactive system (user interaction → system) and/or as a
way to display information about the internal state of the object (system → user interaction).

The activation function (user inputs: user interaction → system) links users’ actions on the presentation part (for
instance, a click using a mouse on a button) to event services.

The rendering function (system outputs: system → user interaction) maintains the consistency between the internal
state of the system and its external appearance by reflecting system states changes through functions calls.

Additionally, an availability function is provided to link a service to its corresponding transitions in the ICO, i.e., a service
offered by an object will only be available if one of its related transitions in the Petri net is available.



Fig. 2. The Cooperative Objects meta-model.

Fig. 3. Hierarchical taxonomy of rendering.

2.2. Rendering limitation of ICO

The presentation part presented in the previous section highlights the fact that ICOs have been initially targeting atWIMP
interfaces where interaction takes place through a set of predefined components called widgets. In this kind of interfaces
the external appearance is embedded in the widgets themselves and thus independent from the ICO description.

In order to highlight how rendering is described using ICO, we use the structure of the taxonomy of rendering presented
in [11] extended in order to incorporate post-WIMP user interface (see Fig. 3).

We use the generic term ‘‘rendering’’ for qualifying any form of communication from the application towards the user.
The taxonomy presented here does not attempt to classify the different categories of rendering according to their form or
medium, but according to their semantic in the application.

Whendealingwith post-WIMP interactive applications, an important aspect is the graphical feedback the user is provided
with while the interaction takes place. Interaction rendering may be refined into immediate feedback (the rendering related
to the use of input devices such as drawing the mouse cursor for instance) and interaction state (the rendering of the state of
a complex interaction sequence such as drawing the ghost of an icon while dragging it, or the animation that shows it has
been dropped on the wrong target).

On the dialogue side, the rendering aims at keeping the user informed of the evolution of the interaction that is taking
place with the system. For instance this rendering presents which commands are available according to the state of the
application. This category can be further refined into activation rendering (the rendering of legal actions such as enabling or
disabling or widgets), navigation rendering (dealing with the navigation among the screens or windows of the application)
and dialogue state rendering (displaying values that belong to the dialogue component).

On the semantic side, the rendering corresponds to the way the user interacts with semantic objects that belong to the
functional core of the system. The user actions may trigger the creation or deletion of objects, obtain information on the
states of the objects, change their state or consist of information about success of failure of a request for function execution.

As a UIDL, ICO is able to capture every aspects of rendering according to this taxonomy. The concrete rendering (how
graphical elements of the objects change and are effectively rendered) is out of the scope of ICO and is usually abstracted
away by a set of rendering methods that belong to the code of the objects. In order to go beyond that level where the entire
rendering is defined by programming code, in [6] we investigated the use of a mark-up language (more precisely SVG [57])
to describe the concrete rendering in a more abstract way. This rendering was modifiable both at design time and runtime
according to the run-time architecture presented in Fig. 4.

As presented on Fig. 4 this architecture introduces an ad-hoc document object model (DOM) providing a description of
the graphical interface and the widgets that compose it. This DOM provides an abstract representation of the presentation



Fig. 4. A run-time architecture using SVG for concrete rendering of ICO.

part of the modelled interactive application modified by the rendering mechanism of ICO. The use of a transformation
(an XLST) allows producing a SVG document from the DOM. The SVG document is thus rendered using a dedicated
library [67].

This first attempt demonstrated that it is possible to connect the rendering (at an abstract level) to the ICO specification
but mainly by using an ad-hoc DOM and its runtime support resulting in degraded performances not suitable for a general
purpose UIDL.

2.3. A model-based approach for designing interactive applications

Interactive systems engineering can involve the production of various models such as task model, user model, domain
model, dialogue model, training model . . . that should not be considered independently as they usually co-evolve and
represent different views of the same world. Unlike model-driven approaches such as CAMELON [16], the model-based
approach promoted with ICOs is not targeting at the derivation/generation/refinement of somemodels from other ones. On
the opposite, the approach promotes the construction of the various models (possibly by different stakeholders involved in
the development process) support provided by the approach being more on verifying the consistency between models or
identifying mismatches.

As the processes for designing interactive system is by nature iterative (see [42] for a state of the art on such processes)
when formal description techniques are used iteration is conditioned by the result of formal verification. This allows proofs
to bemade on the systemmodel in addition to classical empirical testing once the systemhas been implemented (the expres-
sion and verification of properties has been previously studied for formal notations in the field of interactive systems [21]).

Modelling systems in a formal way helps to deal with issues such as complexity, helps to avoid the need for a human
observer to check the models and to write code. It allows reasoning about the models via verification and validation and
also to meet three basic requirements notably: reliability (generic and specific properties), efficiency (performance of the
system, the user and the two together) and finally to address usability issues (bymeans of tasksmodels for instance to assess
effectiveness). Fig. 5 presents an example of development process taking into account the integration of system and task
models.

Several previous work present how we use this approach to ensure how task and system models are consistent [7] or
how training models may be included within this approach [41].

This section used the Archmodel to represent rendering coverage in the ICO notation: formal description of the dialogue
component, input device management, supporting multimodal interaction, connexion to the functional core and part of the
rendering are addressed but ICO suffers a lack of expressivenesswhen addressing the effective rendering part of the UI. After
the review of current approaches in the following section, Sections 5 and 6 present extensions to ICOs in order to overcome
this limitation.



Fig. 5. The iterative model-based design life cycle using both tasks and system models.

3. Related work

This section first presents an analysis of several UIDLs and provides the readerwith keys to understand how ICO compares
in term ofmodelling with respect to these UIDLs.We then present an analysis of XML-based languages that could bridge the
gap between the description of the abstract rendering described with ICO and the concrete rendering that has to be taken
into account in order to make ICOs a full-fledged UIDL. Lastly, based on the two literature overview, we present how it is
possible to propose UIDL with means to explicitly take into account both behavioural and rendering aspects of UIs.

3.1. User Interface Description Languages

This section presents a synthesis of the related work studied in [47]. The idea of the original paper was to provide a
set of criterion to assess 25 contributions selected either because they are providing a unique and important contribution
or because they played a pioneer role in the area of User Interface Description Languages (UIDLs). This study thus allows
highlighting the capacity of a UIDL to precisely describe all aspects of both post-WIMP and WIMP user interfaces.

This relatedwork is summarized in Table 1. TheUIDLs considered have been gathered (see rows grouping on the left-hand
side of Table 1) according to the modelling intrinsic characteristic of the underlying notation or language: Petri nets-based,
state-based, flow-based, code-based and constraints-based.

In this section, we focus on three types of characteristics for UIDLs (Interaction Coverage, Tool Support and
Expressiveness) in order to group and compare previouswork. Each characteristic is divided into several sub concernswhich
are evaluated for each UIDL, showing if it covers the point or not:

• Y(Yes)means that characteristic is explicitly handled by the UIDL,

• N(No)means that the characteristic is not explicitly handled.

• Codemeans that the characteristic is made explicit but only at the code level and is thus not a construct of the UIDL.

The Interaction Coverage aspect presents which components of the architecture of an interactive system are covered by
the UIDL, based on the Arch architecture presented in Fig. 1. Interaction Coverage is then divided in two different sub-
elements: post-WIMP specific elements (such as handling multimodal aspects) and other elements which are implied in
both post-WIMP and WIMP interfaces (such as dialogue modelling).

The Tool Support aspect defines if websites or papers contain at list snapshots of the application, if a demo of the
application is available on a website or if the tool is downloadable.

The Expressiveness of the UIDL is presented using six different properties of the language. This expressive power is not a
goal per se but it clearly defines the type of User Interface that can be described using the UIDL and the ones that are beyond
their reach:

• The first three characteristics dealwith description of objects and values in the language (this is namedDataDescription),
with the description of states (State Representation) and the description of events (Event Representation).



Table 1

UIDLs overview.
Interaction Coverage

Tool
support

Expressiveness

Post-WIMP specific

(Low Level,
Multi-modality,
Tangible, Fusion)

Other

Underlying
notation

Language Reference to the first
paper

Widget Rendering Dialogue Data
Description

State
Represent-
ation

Event
Represent-
ation

Time
quantita-
tive

Time
Quali-
tative

Concurrent
Behaviour

Dynamic
Instant-
iation

Constraints
Coral [58]: Szekely et al. 1988 (N, Y, N, N) Y Code N N Code N N N Y N N

Apogee [30]: Hudson 1989 (N, N, N, N) Y Y N Y Code N N N N N N

Code-based

Squeak [17]: Cardelli et al. 1985 (Y, Y, N, N) Y Code Code N Code N Code N Y Y N

CSP [56]: Smith et al. 1999 (N, Y, N, Code) N Code N N Code Code Code N Y Y N

DMI [2]: Anson 1982 (Y, Y, N, N) N N N Y Code Code Code N Y N N

Subarctic [31]: Hudson et al. 2005 (N, N, N, N) N Code N Y N Code Code N Y N N

XISL [35]: Katsurada et al. 2003 (N, Y, N, N) N Code Code Y Code N Code N Y Y N

UsiXML [40]: Limbourg et al. 2004 (N, Y, Y, N) Y Code Code Y Code N Code N Y Y N

Flow-based

GWUIMS [53]: Sibert et al. 1986 (N, Y, N, N) Y Code N Y Y N Code N Y Y N

Tatsukawa [59]: Tatsukawa 1991 (Y, N, N, N) N N N N Y N Y N Y Y N

Marigold [63]: Willans et al. 2001 (Y, N, N, N) N N N Y Y Y Y N Y Y N

Wizzed [24]: Esteban et al. 1995 (Y, N, N, Code) Y Code N Y Y N Y N Y Y N

ICON [22]: Dragicevic et al. 2004 (Y, Y, N, Code) N Code N Y Y N Y N Y Y N

State-based

Swingstates [3]: Appert et al. 2006 (N, N, N, N) Y Code N Y N Code Code N Y N N

Hierarchical [13]: Blanch et al. 2006 (Y, Y, N, Code) Y N N Y Code Code Code N Y Y N

3-State Model [15]: Buxton 1990 (Y, N, N, N) N N N N N Y Y N Y N N

GTN [37]: Kieras et al. 1983 (Y, N, N, N) N N N N N Y Y N Y N N

HephaisTK [23]: Dumas et al. 2008 (Y, Y, Y, Code) N Code Y Y Code Y Y N Y Y N

IOG [18]: Carr 1994 (Y, N, N, N) Y N N Y Y Y Y N Y N N

Shadow [33]: Jacob 1986 (Y, Y, Y, N) Y Code Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N

NiMMiT [19]: Coninx et al. 2007 (Y, Y, Y, Code) N Code Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N

Petri nets

Hinckley [29]: Hinckley et al. 1998 (Y, Y, N, Y) N N N N N Y Y N Y Y N

OSU [36]: Keh et al. 1991 (Y, N, N, N) N Code Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N

MIML [39]: Latoschik 2002 (Y, Y, Y, Code) N Code Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y N

ICO This Paper (Y, Y, N, Y) Y Code Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y



Table 2

Extended markup languages comparison (the original is from [54]).

Language Tools

support

Runtime compat-

ibility

Behaviour Introduction of new

components

CUI (UsiXML) Yes Partial Set of dedicated tags

(partial coverage)

No

MXML (Flex) Yes No Script Not direct

XAML (Silverlight) Yes No Script Not direct

HTML5 Yes No Script No

Android XML Yes No Script Not direct

LZX (OpenLaszlo) Yes No Script Not direct

FXML (JavaFX) Yes Yes Controller (Java class) Yes

• Time is also an important characteristic for behavioural description of interactive applications. Two different
representations of time are addressed here: Quantitative and Qualitative. Quantitative time represents behavioural
temporal evolutions related to a given amount of time (usually expressed in milliseconds). This is necessary for the
modelling of the temporal windows in a fusion engine formultimodal interfaceswhere events from several input devices
are fused only if they are produced within a same time frame. Qualitative time aims at representing ordering of actions
such as precedence, succession, simultaneity . . . .

• The last two characteristics are Concurrent Behaviour and Dynamic Instantiation. Representation of concurrent
behaviour is necessary when the interactive systems feature multimodal interactions or can be used simultaneously
by several users. Dynamic instantiation of interactive objects is a characteristic required for the description of interfaces
where objects are not available at the creation of the interface (as in WIMP interfaces where all the graphical objects are
predefined and appear in a window) as for instance in desktop-like interfaces where new icons are created according
to user actions. Supporting explicit representation of dynamic instantiation requires the UIDL to be able to explicitly
represent unbounded number of states as the new created objects will by definition represent a new state for the system.
Most of the time, this characteristic is handled by means of code and remains outside the UIDLs. Only Petri nets-based
UIDL can represent explicitly such characteristic provided they handle high-level data structure or objects as this is the
case for many dialects [12] or [26].

3.2. Mark-up languages

The goal of the work presented in this paper is to add to ICO modelling capabilities for the effective rendering of user
interface. As stated by Table 1, rendering in ICO is currently performed using code. A connection to the ICO editing and
execution environment called PetShop [7] to the effective presentation components is done using a dedicated application
programming interface (API).

To abstract such mechanism, we studied the possibility of using declarative language. In their paper [54] Carlos Eduardo
Silva and José Creissac Campos review a set of markup languages (Flex [25], Silverlight [55], HTML5 [32], Android XML [1]
and LZX [50]) to study if they can be used as declarative modelling languages for the user interface and compare them to the
UsiXML Concrete User Interface (CUI) model. The result of this study is that such languages are able to express structural
aspects of the user interface but provide poor declarative means (usually they use scripting language) to handle behavioural
aspects (they underline too that it is the case for UsiXML CUI model which provides a small set of dedicated XML tags).

We summarize in Table 2 the comparison of these languages with a specialized set of criterion, putting a focus on the
possible compatibility with ICO:

• Tool support: design-time and runtime are two important aspects of our approach, these two phases requiring tool
support. The compatibility is not mandatory at design-time even if it should help in supporting design activity.

• Rendering Compatibility: integration of approaches thus requires at least compatibility of runtime architecture. As ICO
runtime architecture is based on Java technology, we identify here if the corresponding language can easily be supported
by Java. With UsiXML, this runtime compatibility is partial as the existing interpreters are not ready for coupling with
external tools.

• Behaviour: This point highlights only behavioural aspects are handled by the corresponding language.
• Introduction of new components: As stated above, all the studied languages are able to express structured aspects of

user interface and cover most of them (use of layout, widgets, event handling, animation . . . ). An important aspect of the
ICO approach is that it allows the description of the behaviour of any type of graphical component. To be able to render
such component, a language must allow the extension of its own set of graphical components. ‘‘Not direct’’ means that
new component cannot be explicitly introduced, but it is possible to use existing mechanisms to provide a graphical
representation (vector drawings, graphical composition of components. . . )

We introduce in this comparison a recent XML-based and Java-based technology called JavaFX FXML which can be used
for both rich internet and desktop applications.



Fig. 6. WXR User Interface of the MPIA application.

3.3. Principles of ICO

The two previous sections present the important aspects a UIDL must cover to fully describe any user interface. As
illustrated by Table 1, ICO clearly covers most of the UIDL important aspects, thanks to the Petri net capabilities. Its
supporting tool support PetShop allows both editing and execution of models, making it consistent with the model-based
life cycle presented by Fig. 5. But, as stated in Section 2.3, an important weakness of this approach is the lack of means to
address the effective rendering (as shown by Table 1, the effective rendering is performed using Java code).

Based on the analysis provided by Section 3.2, it is possible to bridge this gap. Table 2 shows FXML is one good candidate
to enhance ICO with rendering capabilities, as it covers the three important aspects four our approach (e.g. tool support,
possible runtime connection with PetShop and the introduction of new rendering components).

The following section illustrate using a case study how it is possible to integrate these two approaches to provide a first
step approach that covers all user interface aspects.

4. Case study

To illustrate the language constructs of our approach, we use the example of an aircraft application called WXR (for
Weather Radar System) which is part of the cockpit set of applications. We illustrate also how it is possible to introduce a
new component in this application (based on direct manipulation), describing it in a similar way as for the application itself.
This case study is also used in the two following sections (Sections 5 and 6) to support the principles of enhancing ICO with
means to describe the effective rendering.

4.1. Overview of the MPIA application

To illustrate the language constructs of our approach, we use the example of an aircraft application called WXR (for
Weather Radar System) which is part of the cockpit set of applications. It allows the crewmembers to adjust the orientation
(the tilt angle) of the weather radar system when needed (the main idea being to use this feature only if necessary as, most
of the time, the default behaviour is the correct one). There are three possible states for tilt angle selection: auto adjustment,
auto stabilization and setting up manually the tilt angle (as shown on lower right part of Fig. 6) and five modes of detection
independent from the tilt selection (the upper right part of Fig. 6): OFF switches off theweather radar, STDBY switches on the
weather radar but the detection is not activated, TST displays graphical test patterns on the radar screen, WXON switches
on the weather radar (the warm-up phase should be long before detection starts) andWXA activates weather detection and
displays alerts when required. The left part of Fig. 6 is the resulting weather image on the radar screen.

4.2. Modelling WXR page of the MPIA application

Modelling a user application using ICO is quite simple as in the area of interactive cockpits correspond to classicalWIMP-
based user interfaces. Every widget (PicturePushButton, CheckButtons, EditBoxNumeric) or event (A661_EVT_SELECTION, the
event raised by a PicturePushButton) introduced in this case study comes from the ARINC 661 Specification, which is a
standard [4,5] for the interactive aircraft cockpits.



Fig. 7. Behaviour of the page WXR.

Fig. 8. Activation function of the page WXR.

Fig. 7 shows the entire behaviour of page WXR which is made up of two non-connected parts:

• The upper part aims at handling events from the 5 CheckButtons and the modification implied of the MODE_SELECTION
that might be one of five possibilities (OFF, STDBY, TST, WXON, WXA). Value changes of token stored in place Mode-

Selection are described in the transitions while variables on the incoming and outgoing arcs play the role of formal
parameters of the transitions.

• The lower part concerns the handling of events from the 2 PicturePushButton and the EditBoxNumeric. Interacting with
these buttons will change the state of the application, allowing changing the tilt angle of the weather radar.

Fig. 8 shows an excerpt of the activation function for page WXR, which describes the link between events availability
and triggering and the behaviour of the application. For instance, the first line represents the link between the event
A661_EVT_SELECTION produced by the button auto_PicturePushButton and the event handler switch from the behavioural
model ofWXR (see Fig. 7). If the event handler is available, the corresponding event producer (the button) should be enabled.

From this textual description,we can derive the ICOmodel as presented in [6]. The use of Petri nets tomodel the activation
function is made possible thanks to the event communication available in the ICO formalism. As this kind of communication
is out of the scope of this paper, we do not present the models responsible in the registration of events-handlers needed to
allow the communication between behaviour, activation function and widgets.

Fig. 9 shows an excerpt of the rendering function, which describes how state changes within the WXR behaviour lead to
rendering changes. For instance, when a token (<float a>) enters (i.e. token_enter) the place TILT_ANGLE, it calls the rendering
method showTiltAngle(a)which displays the angle value into a text box.

Themodelling of the rendering function into Petri netsworks the sameway as for the activation function, i.e. for each line
in the rendering function, there is a pattern to express that in Petri nets (the interested reader may find more details in [6]).



Fig. 9. Rendering function of the page WXR.

Fig. 10. Refinement of the Arch physical interaction component into four layers (the Arch model is presented in Fig. 1).

Fig. 11. Graphical component to edit the tilt angle.

For both the activation and the rendering function, the effective rendering is hidden behind a set ofmethods (for instance
showTiltAngle(float a) in the rendering function) embedded within a software component that represents the presentation
part of the interactive system.

4.3. Creation of a new component (widget) with a dedicated interaction technique

This section presents how the ICO description technique can be used to describe the physical interaction Arch part
(right hand side in Fig. 10) of a component. The key point is to describe how raw events coming from the input devices
are translated into higher level events used by the logical interaction component. This is a very important aspect for new
interfaces as these interfaces typically involve new input or output devices whose events have to be processed andmanaged
within the interactive system.

The various layers represented in Fig. 10 handle events at a different level of abstraction from lower-level events (directly
produced by input devices) to dialogue-level (or task-level) events:

• The first level (physical interactions) handles the raw input events from the input devices (where the model reads on a
regular the state of the device and produces corresponding events).

• The second level contains descriptions which manage higher level events (such as clicks, drag . . . ) by combining raw
events.

• The third level manages the connection between the higher level events and the graphical components (higher events
are used to find the graphical components they are related to, and then the graphical components handle these events
according to their inner states to finally producewidget level events).

• The fourth level handles the events produced by the graphical components and dispatches them to event handlers (such
as the ones generated by User Interface Management Systems).

When dealing with post-WIMP interactive application, it is important to be able to capture each level of event production
to ensure the fine grain description of interaction techniques. In our approach, ICO models are used at each level.
This architecture has been used for the formal description of many interaction techniques including gesture, voice and
multimodal interactions (two-handed, voice and speech . . . ).

As an illustration, we introduce a graphical component for the editing of the tilt angle to replace the edit box in theWXR
application (Fig. 11 shows the graphical representation of this component).

This component allows the selection of an angle by dragging the arrow that represents the current angle. As presented,
the current angle must remain between the [−15,+15] bounds.



Fig. 12. Model of the raw events handling for both configurations i.

4.3.1. Raw events

Fig. 12 presents a model handling raw events from an input device (here the input device is a Keyboard Cursor Control
Unit (KCCU) which is available in interactive cockpits and behaves like a mouse) and producing upper level events such as
mouseMove, mousePressed, mouseReleased, etc. This model can be read as follows: first the value of a variable ‘‘changed’’
defined in transition CheckMouseState (upper transition in Fig. 12) is tested every 100 milliseconds ([100] at the bottom of
the transition) in order to verify if the state of the input device has changed since the previous check. According to the value
of the variable, transition hasNotChanged or hasChangedwill fire.

Then, two further tests are performed in order to identify the movement of the KCCU and the state of the button.
The movement test is represented by transition axisChanged, (left hand side of the model) according to (x, y) coordinates
(mouseMove). Transition buttonChanged (right hand side of the model) checks to see if there has been a change in the state
of the KCCU button1 which produces mousePressed or mouseReleased events (code ‘‘trigger’’ in the respective transitions).
After the axisChanged and buttonChanged tests, transition done is fired placing a token in placeMouseNumber to be ready to
start again the process.

4.3.2. Higher level events

Fig. 13 represents a typical interaction technique that produces simple or double clicks and events corresponding to
the dragging activity. The model receives eventsmousePressed,mouseReleased andmouseMoved from the raw events model
presented in Fig. 12 which then processed to raise click, doubleClick and beginDrag, drag and endDrag events.

The Cooperative Object presented on Fig. 13 behaves as follow:

1 In the current model the KCCU only features one button.



Fig. 13. Example of model producing higher level events i.

• The doubleClick event occurs when the mouse button has been pressed and released twice within a predefined temporal
window and without any mouseMove event in-between (firing of transition mouseReleased_T2 and code trigger raising
doubleClick).

• If amouseMove (firing of transitionmouseMove_T3) or a time out (timer_T1) occur after the first sequence ofmousePressed,
mouseReleased (firing of transitionmousePressed_T1 andmouseReleased_T1) a simple click event is produced.

• If a mouseMove occurs in between the first sequence of mousePressed and mouseReleased, a beginDrag event is triggered
(firing of transitionmouseMove_T1), and then themodel is able to produce drag eventswhile receivingmouseMove events,
or to produce an endDrag if the mouse button is released.

• If amouseMove occurs in between the second sequence ofmousePressed andmouseReleased, a simple click is triggered at
the same time as a beginDrag event (firing of transition mouseMove_T4). Since then, the model is able to produce drag

events each time amouseMove event is received, or to produce an endDrag event the eventmouseReleased is received.

• If a timeout occurs in between the second sequence of mousePressed and mouseReleased (corresponding to the fact that
the user has been too slow for performing the second click), a simple click is triggered and the model then behaves as if
only the firstmousePressed has occurred (firing of transition timer_T2).

4.3.3. Dispatching events to picked graphical components

Dispatching events to graphical components (widgets) requires being able to get these components from the set
of graphical components on the user interface. This mechanism is called a ‘‘picking mechanism’’. An example of such
mechanismmodelledwith ICOs is presented in Fig. 14. Themodelling principle is here to identify (when an eventmouseMove

is received) which graphical component is under the mouse cursor. If a component is identified, every event (among
mousePressed, mouseReleased, click, doubleClick, beginDrag, drag and endDrag) is then forwarded to it (possibly resulting
in an adaptation of the coordinates). In the current state of Fig. 14 one object has been picked and that object (of which the
reference is stored in place MouseOnObject) is ready to receive the set of events (mouseMove, mouseClick, mousePressed,
mouseReleased and beginDrag) as the corresponding transitions are enabled (graphically represented in dark grey).

The graphical component able to receive these events must handle them. This handling might have an impact on the
inner state of the component as well as on its graphical appearance. To describe such graphical components, we use part of
the ICO notation: a cooperative object, a logical presentation part and a rendering function. There is no need for an activation
function as there is no deactivation of the events production).

Fig. 15 shows the set of methods used to render the state changes of the angle selector component (showDraggingArrow

which is used to render the dragging of the arrow showing the selected angle; showArrow which renders the current value
of the angle by drawing the arrow; showEnabledwhich renders the component is enabled or not depending on the value of
its parameter).

Fig. 16 presents the behaviour of the angle selector:

• The upper part defines whether the component is enabled or not according to the service call of setEnabled. A token is
placed in the place Enabled or NotEnabled depending on the value of the parameter of the method call (that can be TRUE
or FALSE).



Fig. 14. Example of a picking manager i.

Fig. 15. Software interface of presentation part of the angle selector component.

Fig. 16. Behaviour of the angle selector component i.

• The lower part handles the dragging of the arrow. The token in place CurrentAngle holds the current value of the angle.
If the component is enabled and the event beginDrag is received, the token is moved to place DraggingArrow which
is updated for every occurrence of a drag event. The code inside the transitions beginDrag_ and drag_ corresponds to
retrieve the mouse cursor coordinate from the event received, and compute through a dedicated method the value of



Fig. 17. Rendering function of the angle selector component.

Fig. 18. Integration of the angle selector within the WXR application.

the corresponding angle.When the endDrag event is received, the component triggers the event called A661_SELECTION2

that is managed by the rest of the application.

Fig. 17 presents the rendering function which relates state changes to rendering. For instance, the first line describes that
when a token enters the place CurrentAngle, the method showArrow is called with the value of the angle (hold by the token)
as a parameter (see Fig. 15).

With these 3 elements the angle selector component is fully described, and may be used within a window as described
in next section.

4.3.4. Dispatching component level events to event handlers

Fig. 18 shows the graphical integration of the angle selector componentwithin theWXRapplication. Beyond the graphical
integration, two main connexions have to be dealt with:

• Handling the event produced by the component (called A661_SELECTION)
• Linking the event handling with the event production at the logical interaction level (production of the event

asked_changeAngle).

This integration depends on the technology used to implement the physical interaction part. For instance, using Java
language, the event handler will be represented by a dedicated listener (angleSelectorListener) which will receive the
notification of the A661_SELECTION and then throw the call of a dedicatedmethod (void A661_SELECTION(A661SelectionEvent
anEvent)). Then, in this method, some code would be dedicated sending a notification to the logical interaction level
with a line such as getPhysicalPart().notifyEvent(‘‘asked_changeAngle’’, someValue). Another possibility would be to model
a cooperative object with a similar behaviour.

This example shows how the ICO can be used not only for modelling interactive applications but also for modelling an
interaction technique. These two elements have been used as running examples for presenting the basic characteristics of
the ICO.

5. Integration of ICO with FXML, a markup language for GUI description

Within the CNES (Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales, a.k.a. French National Space Studies Center) Research & Technology
project called ALDABRA, we investigate the use of JavaFX technology as a mean for describing the graphical part of a
user interface which dynamic behaviour is modelled using ICO. The requirement from our industrial partner was to use
a Java technology supported by an important company and that can be handled within classical integrated development
environment such as NetBeans and Eclipse. The choice of Oracle JavaFX was thus natural as it allows the description of user
interfaces using an XML based language called FXML.

2 This name in defined in ARINC 661 specification standard [ARINC 661, 2005].



Fig. 19. FXML description of the MPIA graphical part.

In this section, after a brief recall of the main JavaFX features, we present an approach to couple FXML with ICO, using
the same case study introduced in the previous section.

5.1. JavaFX and FXML principles

JavaFX 2.0 (http://javafx.com) is a Java technology developed to support the implementation of Rich Internet
Applications. As it is compatible with the two main Java graphical toolkits Java Swing and IBM SWT, it allows the
implementation of 2D application with complex rendering, including animations.

JavaFX supports the use of an XML based language called FXML to describe the graphical user interface, where interactive
objects and their layout are handled by XML tags, while the behaviour and the connexion to the functional core are handled
using Java technologies. Styling is ensured by the use of CSS3+ style sheets. There exist more than 50 kinds of widgets that
may be used for any application, including classical widgets andmore complex one such as tables, editors. . . It is also possible
to include new widget classes that automatically extend the set of FXML tags.

JavaFX is fully supported by Oracle who provides tools to design application, such as a graphical editor called Oracle
Scene Builder, plugins within the integrated development environments NetBeansTM and EclipseTM for generating code or
JavaFX components from SVG description.

The next sections illustrate the JavaFX FXML mechanisms and how it is possible to integrate ICO and the FXML using the
previous example of MPIA.

5.2. Modelling MPIA using ICO and FXML

Using the FXML language, it is possible to fully describe theMPIA graphical part. Fig. 19 illustrates both the FXML and the
resulting layout for the application. The FXML excerpt only shows the subpart describing the angle selection and the whole
description may be found in Annexe A.

The xml text within Fig. 19 allows the definition of four important aspects:

• The first part is the definition of the widgets of the application and their layout. Any widget is instantiated following the
description providedwithin the xml file (for instance, a text field is created following the description at line 10 in Fig. 19).
The layout is ensured by the type of container the widget belongs to and by constraints that describe how the widget is
contained relatively to the container. For instance, the top container of this application is an AnchorPane (line 4), allowing
putting widget relatively to its borders. The VBox (another container that embeds both the label and the text field for the
angle selection) is placed relatively to the bottom, right and top borders of its containing AnchorPane (defined line 7, by
the constraints AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.rightAnchor="22.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="0.0").

• A second important part is the possibility of describing a controller that is a Java class, instantiated with the JavaFX
window. When making the integration with ICO, the controller is used at runtime to make the link between the
behaviour of the application described using ICO and the JavaFX graphical part. In the example, the controller is defined
line 3 (fx:controller="fr.irit.aldabra.mpia.ICOcontroller"). This controller, using JavaFX mechanisms is able to modify any
attributes of thewidgets within the application (anywidget with the attribute fx:id defined is directlymap to an attribute
of the controller), and then to implement the rendering methods required by the rendering function defined by Fig. 9.

• A third aspect is the used of style sheets to define rendering attributes of the graphical scene. It may define fonts, colours,
shapes . . .of any widget. In the example, the style sheet is defined line 16.



Fig. 20. Introduction of a new component within MPIA.

• Lastly, it is possible within FXML to handle event, using as a callback a public method of the controller. In the example,
the parameter onAction=‘‘changeAngle’’ of the text field (line 10) maps the event triggered by the use of the text field
with the method changeAngle of the controller, producing the event required by the activation function of Fig. 8.

The integration of ICO and FXML is based on the controller object. The controller plays the role of an adapter that on one
side forwards the event produced by the JavaFX components to the activation function and on the other side allows any ICO
to invoke methods that are translated into property modification within each component. To do that, in the ICO models of
both the rendering and the activation functions, a token may hold a reference to this controller allowing the model to ask
for the modification of any property of the graphical part of the application.

5.3. Introduction of the angle selector component

JavaFX make it easy to introduce new components: any application may be used as a node and introduced within any
other application, and it may define new properties or events. A single FXML tag (fx:include) allows this introduction of
new components and the customization of their properties, allowing the creation of an ICO–FXML application that will be
integrated within another application as a component.

The upper part of Fig. 20 shows the description using FXML of the angle selector introduced in Section 2.4. It precisely
shows how it is made up with graphical lines, arc . . . and that it provides its own controller with event notifications when



dragging (bolded text of line 4). It is integratedwith ICO in the sameway as in the previous example (using the controller) to
produce the component and its behaviour introduced in Section 4.3. The rendering function remains the same as described
by Fig. 17 withmore details on how the rendering is performed in terms of attributes modification (for instance the rotation
of the line showing the selected angle) or in terms of style, defined in the style sheet of the application (selection of the
style ‘‘enabled’’ when the component is enabled). In the current integration of ICO and FXML, the described rendering is
implemented using Java code within the controller.

The lower part of Fig. 20 shows how it is possible to easily introduce the new component within the application using
the dedicated tag fx:include (line 7 of the xml text). At runtime, this tag forces the instantiation of the JavaFX component and
of its controller, making the link with the ICO model.

5.4. Limitation of the coupling ICO–FXML

The integration of ICO and JavaFX has been experimented on several case studies, making the description of the
corresponding application efficient both at design time and at runtime providing a high quality rendering including
animations. However, there is still a gap to bridge as part of the rendering mechanism is embedded within the definition
of the controller. This controller still hides in Java code some rendering mechanisms that are difficult to abstract away.
Merging this approach with the work done previously in SVG and presented above [20] may overcome this problem by the
introduction of transformation ofmodels, but this part of thework is still in progress and could be addressed by an approach
based on UsiXML.

Next section presents this integration of ICOs with UsiXML which consist in a powerful alternative to ICO–JavaFX
integration.

6. Integration of ICO with UsiXML

While JavaFX presents interesting properties to make ICO able to fully describe most of the interactive systems,
integrating ICO and UsiXML appears in a long term view to be a solution to cover most of the description of an interactive
system. Asmentioned in the introduction of this article, UsiXML is as an emergent standard for describing interactive system
and its supporting design process allows handling properties for new interactive systems such as context awareness, cross-
platform adaptability. . . As it is widely supported by the HCI community it guarantees the scientific basis of concepts that are
outside of ICO but complementary. Conversely, UsiXML proposes a poor coverage of behavioural aspects and the integration
with ICO could overcome this flaw.

The following section proposes an overview of how UsiXML handles behavioural aspects and the next sections present a
bridge between ICO and UsiXML and its advantages, based on the work that has already been done on the WXR application
and JavaFX.

6.1. UsiXML and behavioural descriptions

UsiXML (USer Interface eXtensibleMarkup Language) is defined in a set of XML schemaswhere each schema corresponds
to one of the models containing attributes and relationships in the scope of the language [40]. UsiXML schemas are
used to describe at a high level of abstraction the constituting elements of the UI of an application including: widgets,
controls, containers, modalities, interaction techniques, etc. The UsiXML language is structured according to the four levels
of abstractions as proposed by the framework Cameleon [16], as follows: task models, abstract user interfaces (AUI), concrete

user interface (CUI) and final user interface (FUI). Several tools [44] exist for editing specification using UsiXML at different
levels of abstraction. Notwithstanding, developers can start using UsiXML schemas at the abstraction level that better suits
their purposes.

As far as the behaviour is a concern, there are some dedicated schemas in UsiXML. At the task level, behaviour is covered
by taskmodels featuring operators in a similarway as it is done by CTT [43]. At the AUI and CUI levels several schemas allows
to describe basic elements of the dialogue behaviour including events, triggers, conditions, and source and target components.
These elements can be refined at the FUI level to reach final constructs implemented by the target platform.

So far there is limited support for UsiXML schemas related to behavioural aspect of interactive systems beyond the task
model level. Some extensions have been proposed to describe high level dialogue behaviours such as those implemented by
transitions between windows [62] and between states of workflow-based applications [28]. However, all these extensions
are more or less related to task models. The description of fine-grained behaviour in UsiXML is awkward as the behavioural
aspect and the user interface composition are interleaved in a single description. So that, the description of events, triggers
and actions is scattered along the components of the user interfacewithmakes extremely difficult to visualize the behaviour
of the current state of the application being modelled. Another conceptual issue with dialogue modelling with UsiXML is
related to the different levels of abstraction; whilst abstract containers can be easily mapped to windows, it is not so easy
to envisage abstract behaviour and how to refine them into more concrete actions on the user interface.

A few works [51,64] have addressed the behaviour aspect of interactive system described with UsiXML. Schaefer, Bleul,
and Mueller (2006) [51], propose an extension of UsiXML by the means of a dedicated language called Dialog and Interface



Fig. 21. Part of the CUI model of the WXR application.

Fig. 22. Activation function of the page WXR.

Fig. 23. Rendering function of the page WXR.

Specification Language (DISL). The main contribution of that work is to propose clear separation between presentation, user
interface composition and dialogue parts of the interface.Winckler et al. (2008) [64] suggest there is no need of newdialogue
language as UsiXML can be coupled with existing dialoguemodelling techniques such as StateWebCharts (SWC) [65] to deal
with the behaviour of interactive systems. Those authors propose a set of mappings that allows SWC specification to be used
as running engine for the behaviour of UsiXML specifications. Notwithstanding, theworkwas limited to navigation between
web pages in Web-based user interfaces.

6.2. A proposal for concrete behavioural description within UsiXML

Beyond the obvious link that exists between the domain model of UsiXML and the behavioural description of an ICO, the
work presented in the previous sections shows that there are common concerns between UsiXML CUI model and the work
about the SVG renderingwith ICO in [6] (such as description of high level widgets and graphical interface, independent from
implementation), and it shows that it is possible to enhance such descriptions with behavioural aspects.

Based on the work presented in the previous sections, we propose here possible cooperation between UsiXML and ICO,
making possible to ease the design path from the concrete user interface to the final user interface.

6.2.1. Introducing behaviour at CUI level

Mapping state changes described using ICO description technique with UsiXML model attributes can be done easily. We
illustrate the principle of introducing behavioural aspects at the CUI level with the example of the WXR application. These
illustrations provide the key features allowing integration of ICO and UsiXML.

Fig. 21 introduces a subpart of the CUI model of the WXR application, showing only a classical text box and a button:

• The inputText element txt_tiltAngle aims at containing a number representing a tilt angle.

• When clicked, the button btn_switchAUTO produces an event ‘‘switchAUTO’’. Both the availability of this event and its
occurrence are related to the behaviour of the application (as stated by the next paragraphs).

Making the link between the behaviour of the application expressed using ICO (as illustrated by Fig. 7) is quite easy as there
can be a directmapping of the event produced by the button (‘‘switchAUTO’’) and the available event handler of the behaviour
of WXR (‘‘switchAUTO’’), as shown by Fig. 22.

When the event handler is enabled, the attribute enabled of the button is thus set to ‘‘true’’, ‘‘false’’ otherwise.

Describing the rendering of the application is linked to attributemodification of the CUI DOM such as described by Fig. 23.

When the token enters the place TILT_ANGLE, the attribute ‘‘text’’ of the inputText element of the CUI is modified with
the value hold by the token.

6.2.2. An executable CUI as a prototype for FUI

Thanks to the possibility of interpreting and executing Petri nets, ICO’s supporting software development environment,
PetShop, enables prototype modification at runtime of an application [46]. For instance, theWXR application has been fully



Fig. 24. The run-time architecture.

modelled and can be executed on the CDS modelled using the ICO formalism. However, it has also been connected on a CDS
developed on an experimental test bench.

Providing a graphical representation of the CUI makes possible to build a prototype based our approach. Associating ICO
and the CUI model has been discussed in the previous section, but it is possible too, in a similar way, to do this association
at widget level, while proposing a way to render a CUI model based on a previous work integrating SVG [6], or on the work
done using JavaFX. With JavaFX, the approach could take advantage of the possible mapping that exists between the CUI
tags and the FXML tags.

Such a work should then allow the prototyping of the final UI (FUI) based on the bridge between ICO and a CUI model,
shortening the design path to the FUI.

6.2.3. Rendering based on SVG

As stated when discussing the architecture of Fig. 4, it is possible to clearly separate behavioural aspects from rendering
aspects. Any state change of the application should be rendered via the modification of the CUI DOM, based on the mapping
described by both the rendering and activation function. Fig. 24 illustrates the run-time architecture that supports FUI
prototyping based on the association of UsiXML and ICO.

To provide a rendering to each CUI element, we propose the use of declarative descriptions of the graphical part that
support transformations from conceptualmodels to graphical representations. The approach exploits both the SVG language
[57] for graphical representation, and the XSLT language for transformation (called a ‘‘stylesheet ’’).

In order to write a stylesheet, one has to design the rendering of a particular widget, using Illustrator for example. When
ready, the textual description of the widget is included in the stylesheet.

In our case, the source is the CUI DOM, built at start-up time, together with the instantiation of the ICOs components.
Before running the application, the system must compile the stylesheet to an XSLT transformer. While running the
application, every time the state of a CUI DOM variable changes, it is transformed into a DOM SVG tree, which in turn is
passed to the SVG renderer and displayed.

6.2.4. Introduction of behaviour for widgets

To go further with a precise prototyping of the FUI, it is necessary to describe each widget, including its behaviour (such
as already done with ARINC 661) [45] . As illustrated by Figs. 16 and 17, it is possible to describe the fine grain behaviour of
a widget and the link of its inner state changes with rendering.

In its current state, UsiXML, via the CUImodel, describeswidgets as a type and a set of attributes (a button is defined by an
id, a name . . . ), making it abstract enough to be independent from the targeted platform for the FUI. But when considering
prototyping, it may be interesting to provide a finer description of the kind of widget that is expected, and a less coarse
grain description of the widgets attributes (for instance, it is possible to introduce rendering for any inner state of a button:



armed, pressed . . . ). Another interesting pointwhen dealingwithwidget is the introduction of newwidgets thatmay request
a precise description of how it should work on the targeted platforms.

One possibleway to allow such descriptionwithin UsiXML could be to enhance the current platformmodel of the context
model with a precise widget description. Even if no effort has already been put on it, this way is an important part of our
future works.

7. Discussion and perspectives

This paper has presented a bridge between an already existing formal description technique for behavioural aspects of
interactive systems and an approach for describing thepresentationpart of these systems. Furthermore, this paper highlights
how it is possible to take advantage from both behavioural and mark-up language description techniques to propose a new
model-based approach for prototyping and developing interactive systems. More precisely, we have presented how it is
possible to extend ICO with a mark-up language in order to provide support for description of concrete rendering. The
originality of the bridge between ICO and UsiXML lies in the fact that most of the recent work on UsiXML have been focused
onmapping UsiXML schemas between several levels of abstraction (for instance [43,60]) or proving automatic user interface
generation of components to multi-target devices (as in [44,61]), while very little work have focused on the behavioural
aspect of interactive systems modelled with UsiXML.

We systematically demonstrated (using the Arch architecture as a structuring concept) that this approach allows a clear
separation between graphical aspects, behavioural aspects and functional aspects. This approach also provides support
to distinguish precisely interaction aspects from user tasks (as already argued in previous work [7]). Such a separation
is necessary as, depending on the functional part of the interactive system, constraints which are independent from task
concerns may appear preventing from the possibility of generating interaction from a description of tasks. Indeed, in the
case study example presented in this paper, the value of the tilt angle must meet the system requirements and the dialogue
is thus specially designed to support this constraint. If the functional part changes, the dialogue part must be modified, but
the user’s tasks might remain the same.

It is noteworthy that the use of ICO models to describe the behaviour of user interfaces allows overcoming some of
the limitations of other UIDL languages such as SCXML [66] or XUL [68]. It enables managing UIs with infinite states and
encapsulation of variables as objects of any kind anddynamic instantiation of objects.Moreover, properties ofUI descriptions
can be formally assessed using the underlying Petri Net formalism.

However, several points have still to be investigated and four ways of improvement for this work are currently
investigated:

• A possible extension to introduce a notation or to enhance the current context model of UsiXML with a precise widget
description, including its behaviour, making possible to build prototypes of the Final User Interface.

• An extensive analysis of the use of this approach to precisely describe new types of interactive components (post-WIMP,
multimodal . . . ) for which only the ICO approach has been applied to.

• Adynamic connexion between taskmodels/abstractUI and concreteUI, based on a correspondence framework to connect
task and system models [7].

• At the tool support level, we currently investigate how to take advantage from the work already done with FXML and
SVG to build an equivalent approach using UsiXML, supporting the proposal of Section 6.2.

These extensions are investigated in two industrial projects; the first one deals with tactile interactions in future cockpits
of large civil aircrafts while the second focuses on interfaces of satellite ground segments.
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Annexe A. FXML code of the MPIA graphical part

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<?import java.lang.*?>
<?import java.net.*?>
<?import java.util.*?>
<?import javafx.geometry.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.control.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.layout.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.paint.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.shape.*?>

<AnchorPane id="AnchorPane" maxHeight="-Infinity" maxWidth="-Infinity" minHeight="-Infinity" minWidth="-Infinity"



prefHeight="400.0" prefWidth="316.0" xmlns:fx="http://javafx.com/fxml" fx:controller="fr.irit.aldabra.mpia.
ICOcontroller">

<children>
<GridPane id="gridPane1" prefWidth="599.9999000000025" AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="0.0"
AnchorPane.leftAnchor="1.0" AnchorPane.rightAnchor="1.0">

<children>
<ToggleButton id="toggleButton1" prefWidth="200.0" selected="true" text="WXR"
GridPane.columnIndex="0" GridPane.rowIndex="0" />
<ToggleButton id="toggleButton2" prefWidth="200.0" text="GCAS" GridPane.columnIndex="1"
GridPane.rowIndex="0" />
<ToggleButton id="toggleButton3" prefWidth="200.0" text="AIRCOND" GridPane.columnIndex="2"
GridPane.rowIndex="0" />

</children>
<columnConstraints>

<ColumnConstraints hgrow="SOMETIMES" minWidth="10.0" prefWidth="100.0" />
<ColumnConstraints hgrow="SOMETIMES" minWidth="10.0" prefWidth="100.0" />
<ColumnConstraints hgrow="SOMETIMES" minWidth="10.0" prefWidth="100.0" />

</columnConstraints>
<rowConstraints>

<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />
</rowConstraints>

</GridPane>
<AnchorPane id="header" prefHeight="31.0" prefWidth="598.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="1.0"
AnchorPane.rightAnchor="1.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="0.0">

<children>
<Label id="lblAUX" alignment="CENTER" prefHeight="29.0" prefWidth="89.0" text="AUX" textAlignment="CENTER"
AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="0.0" />

</children>
</AnchorPane>
<Separator id="separator" layoutY="201.0" prefWidth="569.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="15.0"
AnchorPane.rightAnchor="16.0" />
<AnchorPane id="anchorPane1" prefHeight="169.0" prefWidth="572.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="14.0"
AnchorPane.rightAnchor="14.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="31.0">

<children>
<Label id="label1" text="MODE SELECTION:" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="14.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="14.0" />
<GridPane id="gridPane2" layoutX="142.0" prefHeight="139.0" prefWidth="191.0"
AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="14.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="16.0">

<children>
<RadioButton id="radioButton1" contentDisplay="CENTER" prefWidth="191.0" selected="true" text="OFF"
GridPane.columnIndex="0" GridPane.rowIndex="0" />
<RadioButton id="radioButton2" prefWidth="191.0" text="STDBY" GridPane.columnIndex="0"
GridPane.rowIndex="1" />
<RadioButton id="radioButton3" prefWidth="191.0" text="TST" GridPane.columnIndex="0"
GridPane.rowIndex="2" />
<RadioButton id="radioButton4" prefWidth="191.0" text="WXON" GridPane.columnIndex="0"
GridPane.rowIndex="3" />
<RadioButton id="radioButton5" prefWidth="190.9998779296875" text="WXA" GridPane.columnIndex="0"
GridPane.rowIndex="4" />

</children>
<columnConstraints>

<ColumnConstraints hgrow="SOMETIMES" minWidth="10.0" prefWidth="100.0" />
</columnConstraints>
<rowConstraints>

<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />
<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />
<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />
<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />
<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />

</rowConstraints>
</GridPane>
<Label id="label2" alignment="CENTER" prefWidth="54.0" text="WXR" AnchorPane.rightAnchor="2.0"
AnchorPane.topAnchor="11.0" />

</children>
</AnchorPane>
<AnchorPane id=" tiltSelection" layoutY="204.0" prefHeight="169.0" prefWidth="572.0"
AnchorPane.leftAnchor="14.0" AnchorPane.rightAnchor="14.0">

<children>
<AnchorPane id="anchorPane3" prefHeight="80.0" prefWidth="197.0" AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="14.0"
AnchorPane.rightAnchor="0.0">

<children>
<VBox id="TILTEdition" alignment="CENTER" prefHeight="80.0" prefWidth="89.0" spacing="10.0"
AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.rightAnchor="22.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="0.0">

<children>
<Label id="label7" text="TILT ANGLE" />



<TextField id="textField1" alignment="CENTER" prefWidth="82.0" text="+0◦" />
</children>

</VBox>
</children>

</AnchorPane>
<FlowPane id="SelectionCTRL" hgap="10.0" prefHeight="62.0" prefWidth="572.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="0.0"
AnchorPane.rightAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="0.0">

<children>
<Label id="label3" text="TILT SELECTION:" />
<Button id="btnCTRLSelect" text="CTRL" />
<StackPane id="stackPane1" prefHeight="31.0" prefWidth="54.0">

<children>
<Label fx:id="lblSelect" text="AUTO" />
<Line id="line1" endX="100.81915283203125" endY="-0.6391582489013672" startX="61.011474609375"
startY="-0.9413433074951172" />

</children>
</StackPane>

</children>
<padding>

<Insets left="10.0" top="10.0" />
</padding>

</FlowPane>
<VBox id="StabCTRL" alignment="CENTER" prefHeight="121.0" prefWidth="100.0" spacing="10.0"
AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="0.0">

<children>
<Label id="label5" text="STABILIZATION" />
<Button id="btnCTRLStab" disable="true" text="CTRL" />
<Label id="lblStab" text="OFF" />

</children>
</VBox>

</children>
</AnchorPane>

</children>
<stylesheets>

<URL value="@defaultMPIAStyleSheet.css" />
</stylesheets>

</AnchorPane>

Annexe B. FXML code of the angle selector component

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<?import java.lang.*?>
<?import java.net.*?>
<?import java.util.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.control.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.layout.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.paint.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.shape.*?>

<AnchorPane id="AnchorPane" maxHeight="80.0" maxWidth="-Infinity" minHeight="-Infinity" minWidth="-Infinity"
prefHeight="80.0" prefWidth="183.0" xmlns:fx="http://javafx.com/fxml" fx:controller="fr.irit.aldabra.mpia.
ICOAngleController">

<children>
<Line id="baseLine" endX="125.0" endY="-1.0" layoutX="26.0" layoutY="40.0" startX="-19.0" strokeWidth="3.0" />
<Line fx:id="arrow" endX="50.39484786987305" endY="1.0253764390945435" layoutX="96.0" layoutY="30.0"
rotate="355.0" startX="-88.0" startY="4.0" stroke="DODGERBLUE" strokeWidth="3.0" />
<Arc id="arc1" fill="#1e90ff53" layoutX="24.0" layoutY="40.0" length="60.0" radiusX="100.0" radiusY="100.0"
scaleX="1.3412279806726912" scaleY="0.5369465863735433" startAngle="330.0" stroke="BLACK" strokeType="INSIDE"
strokeWidth="0.0" type="ROUND" />

<Label fx:id="angleValue" layoutX="149.0" layoutY="15.0" text="+8◦" />
<Label id="label1" layoutX="107.0" text="+15◦" />
<Label id="label2" layoutX="107.0" layoutY="64.0" text="-15◦" />

</children>
<stylesheets>

<URL value="@defaultAngleStyleSheet.css" />
</stylesheets>

</AnchorPane>

Annexe C. FXML code of MIPA including the angle selector

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>



<?import java.lang.*?>
<?import java.net.*?>
<?import java.util.*?>
<?import javafx.geometry.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.control.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.layout.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.paint.*?>
<?import javafx.scene.shape.*?>

<AnchorPane id="AnchorPane" maxHeight="-Infinity" maxWidth="-Infinity" minHeight="-Infinity" minWidth="-Infinity"
prefHeight="400.0" prefWidth="316.0" xmlns:fx="http://javafx.com/fxml">

<children>
<GridPane id="gridPane1" prefWidth="599.9999000000025" AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="0.0"
AnchorPane.leftAnchor="1.0" AnchorPane.rightAnchor="1.0">

<children>
<ToggleButton id="toggleButton1" prefWidth="200.0" selected="true" text="WXR" GridPane.columnIndex="0"
GridPane.rowIndex="0" />
<ToggleButton id="toggleButton2" prefWidth="200.0" text="GCAS" GridPane.columnIndex="1"
GridPane.rowIndex="0" />
<ToggleButton id="toggleButton3" prefWidth="200.0" text="AIRCOND" GridPane.columnIndex="2"
GridPane.rowIndex="0" />

</children>
<columnConstraints>

<ColumnConstraints hgrow="SOMETIMES" minWidth="10.0" prefWidth="100.0" />
<ColumnConstraints hgrow="SOMETIMES" minWidth="10.0" prefWidth="100.0" />
<ColumnConstraints hgrow="SOMETIMES" minWidth="10.0" prefWidth="100.0" />

</columnConstraints>
<rowConstraints>

<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />
</rowConstraints>

</GridPane>
<AnchorPane id="header" prefHeight="31.0" prefWidth="598.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="1.0"
AnchorPane.rightAnchor="1.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="0.0">

<children>
<Label id="lblAUX" alignment="CENTER" prefHeight="29.0" prefWidth="89.0" text="AUX" textAlignment="CENTER"
AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="0.0" />

</children>
</AnchorPane>
<Separator id="separator" layoutY="201.0" prefWidth="569.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="15.0"
AnchorPane.rightAnchor="16.0" />
<AnchorPane id="anchorPane1" prefHeight="169.0" prefWidth="572.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="14.0"
AnchorPane.rightAnchor="14.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="31.0">

<children>
<Label id="label1" text="MODE SELECTION:" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="14.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="14.0" />
<GridPane id="gridPane2" layoutX="142.0" prefHeight="139.0" prefWidth="191.0"
AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="14.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="16.0">

<children>
<RadioButton id="radioButton1" contentDisplay="CENTER" prefWidth="191.0" selected="true" text="OFF"
GridPane.columnIndex="0" GridPane.rowIndex="0" />
<RadioButton id="radioButton2" prefWidth="191.0" text="STDBY" GridPane.columnIndex="0"
GridPane.rowIndex="1" />
<RadioButton id="radioButton3" prefWidth="191.0" text="TST" GridPane.columnIndex="0"
GridPane.rowIndex="2" />
<RadioButton id="radioButton4" prefWidth="191.0" text="WXON" GridPane.columnIndex="0"
GridPane.rowIndex="3" />
<RadioButton id="radioButton5" prefWidth="190.9998779296875" text="WXA" GridPane.columnIndex="0"
GridPane.rowIndex="4" />

</children>
<columnConstraints>

<ColumnConstraints hgrow="SOMETIMES" minWidth="10.0" prefWidth="100.0" />
</columnConstraints>
<rowConstraints>

<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />
<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />
<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />
<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />
<RowConstraints minHeight="10.0" prefHeight="30.0" vgrow="SOMETIMES" />

</rowConstraints>
</GridPane>
<Label id="label2" alignment="CENTER" prefWidth="54.0" text="WXR" AnchorPane.rightAnchor="2.0"
AnchorPane.topAnchor="11.0" />

</children>
</AnchorPane>



<AnchorPane id="anchorPane2" layoutY="204.0" prefHeight="169.0" prefWidth="572.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="14.0"
AnchorPane.rightAnchor="14.0">

<children>
<AnchorPane id="anchorPane3" minWidth="182.0" prefHeight="80.0" prefWidth="182.0"
AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="14.0" AnchorPane.rightAnchor="0.0">

<children>
<fx:include fx:id="TILTEdfition" source="TiltAngleSelector.fxml" AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="0.0"
AnchorPane.leftAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.rightAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="0.0" />

</children>
</AnchorPane>
<FlowPane id="SelectionCTRL" hgap="10.0" prefHeight="62.0" prefWidth="572.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="0.0"
AnchorPane.rightAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.topAnchor="0.0">

<children>
<Label id="label3" text="TILT SELECTION:" />
<Button id="btnCTRLSelect" text="CTRL" />
<StackPane id="stackPane1" prefHeight="31.0" prefWidth="54.0">

<children>
<Label fx:id="lblSelect" text="AUTO" />
<Line id="line1" endX="100.81915283203125" endY="-0.6391582489013672" startX="61.011474609375"
startY="-0.9413433074951172" />

</children>
</StackPane>

</children>
<padding>

<Insets left="10.0" top="10.0" />
</padding>

</FlowPane>
<VBox id="StabCTRL" alignment="CENTER" prefHeight="121.0" prefWidth="100.0" spacing="10.0"
AnchorPane.bottomAnchor="0.0" AnchorPane.leftAnchor="0.0">

<children>
<Label id="label5" text="STABILIZATION" />
<Button id="btnCTRLStab" disable="true" text="CTRL" />
<Label id="lblStab" text="OFF" />

</children>
</VBox>

</children>
</AnchorPane>

</children>
<stylesheets>

<URL value="@defaultMPIAStyleSheet.css" />
</stylesheets>

</AnchorPane>
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